We analyze the bifurcation mechanism responsible for the experimentally observed polarization selfmodulation ͑PSM͒ in a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser subject to optical feedback. We show that closed branches of time-periodic intensity solutions connecting distinct external-cavity modes ͑ECMs͒ exhibit PSM. Along these bridges, the linearly polarized components of the optical field oscillate in antiphase and with a frequency close to the difference between two ECM frequencies. A beating mechanism between stable ECMs then explains the PSM phenomenon. Our results also substantiate recent theoretical studies of edge-emitting lasers subject to optical feedback. Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers ͑VCSELs͒ generally emit a linearly polarized light along one of two orthogonal directions ͑called x and y) ͓1͔. High-speed switching between these two polarizations has been experimentally demonstrated when submitting the VCSEL to an optical feedback through a quarter-wave plate whose optical axis is oriented at 45°according to the VCSEL eigenaxes ͓2-6͔. After each round trip in the external cavity the light reentering the laser cavity is rotated by 90°. The light is then observed to switch periodically in antiphase between x-and y-linearly-polarized components, at a period close to but slightly larger than twice the external cavity round-trip time. This so-called polarization self-modulation ͑PSM͒ may lead to an all optical source of high-frequency signals ͓7͔.
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Experimental studies ͓4 -6͔ suggest that PSM is related to a beating between two external cavity modes ͑ECMs͒ that are linearly polarized along the eigenaxes of the compound cavity. However, none of the previous reports have identified the dynamical instability leading to PSM and the beating mechanism is still unknown.
In previous work ͓8͔, we have determined bifurcation diagrams from direct integration of rate equations. Branches of stable PSM solutions were followed as we increase the feedback rate and we have shown that other solutions than PSM were possible depending on the external cavity length. But our numerical study allowed us to compute only stable solutions. Recent studies of simpler delayed semiconductor laser systems ͓9,10͔ have shown, however, that unstable solutions might play a key role in the dynamics. For this purpose, they have used a continuation package for delay differential equations ͓11͔ that follows both stable and unstable steady and time-periodic solutions. We have adapted this method to our VCSEL problem in order to have a better understanding of the bifurcation mechanisms leading to PSM. Our numerical study complements a linear stability analysis of the ECM solutions revealing their Hopf bifurcation points. As the feedback rate is progressively increased from zero, we find closed branches of stable and unstable pulsating intensity solutions ͑bridges͒ which connect these Hopf bifurcation points. They represent smooth transitions between ECMs that are linearly polarized along the two eigenaxes of the compound cavity. A beating mechanism between the two interacting ECMs then explains the PSM phenomenon. In previous work, only partially stable bridges were reported between a mode ͑stable ECM͒ and an antimode ͑unstable ECM͒ ͓10͔ but our results show that largely stable bifurcation bridges between modes are possible in a delayed semiconductor laser system. They revive the interest in finding fully stable bridges in edge-emitting lasers and they substantiate the idea that a bifurcation bridge is a generic phenomenon for high-frequency pulsating intensities in semiconductor lasers subject to optical feedback.
Our numerical simulations use the following rate equations ͓5,8͔:
where
E x and E y are the slowly varying linearly polarized components of the optical field. Z is the carrier density. s is the time t divided by the photon lifetime p , ␣ is the phase-amplitude coupling coefficient, and T is the ratio of the carrier lifetime s to p . is the feedback rate normalized by p Ϫ1 and is the round-trip time in the external cavity, ϵ2L/c, divided by p ͑L is the external cavity length and c is the speed of light͒. f is the feedback phase. P is the injection current above threshold. Finally, F x and F y are two gain compression functions, with ⑀ s (⑀ c ) the self-͑cross-͒compression coefficient. Equations ͑1͒-͑3͒ have been simulated numerically using Tϭ1000, ␣ϭ3, ⑀ s ϭ0.02, and ⑀ c ϭ0.04. Typical values for ⑀ s range between 0.01 and 0.1 ͓12,13͔ and ⑀ c is typically a factor of 2 larger than ⑀ s ͓12͔. We consider Pϭ0.4 and ϭ100. If p ϭ1 ps, this means that ϭ100 ps or Lϭ1.5 cm. For simplicity, we assume f ϭ0.
is our bifurcation parameter. 
͑6͒
Finally, Z is related to X by
Because of the value of ⌬, the ECMs correspond to a linearly polarized light aligned with one of the two eigenaxes of the compound cavity. These eigenaxes are aligned with the optical axes of the quarter-wave plate, which are at Ϯ45°a ccording to the VCSEL eigenaxes ͑x and y͒ ͓4,6͔. Steady states with X Y are also possible but only under the condition ⑀ c Ͼ⑀ s . This condition is also found relevant for the time-periodic solutions that we describe below. Unlike the ECMs, the phase difference ⌬ depends on and is in general different from . These solutions are elliptically polarized steady states ͑EPSSs͒. Figure 1͑a͒ shows I x ϵX 2 for the ECMs as a function of
. The LK and anti-LK ECMs are shown in black and gray, respectively. Except for the first ECM which emerges at ϭ0, all the ECMs appear in pairs through saddle-node bifurcations. One of the ECMs appearing from this bifurcation can be stable and is called the ''mode'' while the other one is always unstable and is called the ''antimode'' ͓15͔. The antimodes correspond to the low intensity part of each branch of steady states. Two branches of EPSSs are also shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ . They appear at zero feedback rate and disappear through a pitchfork bifurcation at ϳ0.006. It can be shown analytically that the EPSSs exist only for low values of .
We next determine the possible Hopf bifurcation points. To this end, we use the continuation package of Ref.
͓11͔.
Hopf bifurcation points can be classified into either stable or unstable points. Stable Hopf bifurcation points mark the change of stability of a steady state and lead to either a subcritical ͑unstable͒ or a supercritical ͑stable͒ time-periodic intensity solution. By contrast, unstable Hopf bifurcation points do not modify the steady state stability. Figure 1͑a͒ indicates that the laser admits stable high-intensity steady state branches which are sequentially LK and anti-LK modes. The arrows in Fig. 1͑a͒ identify stable Hopf bifurcation points from which emerge supercritical periodic branches. Subcritical branches from stable Hopf bifurcation points and branches emerging from unstable Hopf bifurcation points are determined by our numerical continuation method. These unstable branches play an important role in the bifurcation diagram. They connect supercritical periodic branches, meaning a change of stability through a secondary bifurcation. These closed branches connecting Hopf bifurcation points located on nearby but distinct ECMs are called bridges ͓10͔. Physically, these bridges can be considered as mixed ECM solutions ͓10,16͔ of the form E x ӍX 1 exp͓i͑ 1 sϩ x1 ͔͒ϩX 2 exp͓i͑ 2 sϩ x2 ͔͒, E y ӍX 1 exp͓i͑ 1 sϩ y1 ͔͒ϩX 2 exp͓i͑ 2 sϩ y2 ͔͒. ͑8͒
The two amplitudes X 1 and X 2 are functions of . X 1 ϭ0 (X 2 ϭ0) at the Hopf bifurcation point of mode 2 ͑mode 1͒. By contrast with the single ECM solutions ͑4͒, the intensities ͉E x ͉ 2 and ͉E y ͉ 2 are now pulsating in time with a frequency given by ͉ 1 Ϫ 2 ͉, meaning a beating between the ECMs.
Typical bridges are shown in Fig. 2 and illustrate different types of connections. In the first case ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒, a periodic branch emerges from a stable Hopf bifurcation point located on an anti-LK mode. As the feedback rate is progressively increased, the amplitude of the oscillations increases until a limit point is reached. The bridge then terminates at a stable RAPID COMMUNICATIONS but subcritical Hopf bifurcation point located on a LK mode. This implies a small domain of bistability between this LK mode and the stable branch of periodic solutions. Along the branch of periodic states, the intensities I x and I y of the two linearly polarized modes of the VCSEL oscillate in antiphase, as shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ . They represent a typical PSM regime. The period of the PSM is larger than but close to twice the external cavity round-trip time. These branches of PSM from moderate to high feedback rates correspond to the experimentally reported PSM ͓2-6,17͔. They exhibit a frequency that results from a beating between two modes, as argued from experimental results ͓4 -6͔. Since the ECM frequency depends on the feedback rate, the frequency f PSM of PSM depends on the feedback rate as well. We have indeed observed numerically that f PSM becomes closer to 1/(2) as we consider bridges at higher feedback rates. This last point is also in good agreement with experimental findings ͓17͔.
In the second case ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒, a branch of periodic solutions connects a stable Hopf bifurcation point located on a LK mode to an unstable Hopf bifurcation point located on a LK antimode. The periodic solution changes stability through a torus bifurcation point. This periodic branch is different from the previous one because I x (s)ϵI y (s) ͓see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ .
In the third case ͓Fig. 2͑c͔͒, an isolated branch of periodic solutions is shown to connect a stable ͑subcritical͒ Hopf bifurcation point located on an anti-LK mode to an unstable Hopf bifurcation point located on a LK ECM. The stability of the high-intensity part of the twisted branch is determined by two limit points. Along this branch, the two intensities I x and I y evolve in antiphase ͓see Fig. 3͑c͔͒ , but the period is longer than in Fig. 3͑a͒ .
The PSM phenomenon interpreted as a beating between modes persists as we modify the values of the parameters in Eqs. ͑1͒-͑3͒. The bifurcation transition to PSM is also ob- points. ᮀ and ϫ denote limit points of periodic solutions and torus bifurcation points, respectively.
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served if we consider spin relaxation mechanisms in the VC-SEL model ͓4,18͔. Moreover, both complex ͓4,18͔ and simplified ͓5,8͔ models reproduce qualitatively well the typically reported PSM time traces ͓2͔.
Bridges of periodic solutions connecting modes and antimodes have recently been found for edge-emitting lasers subject to optical feedback ͓10͔. For our VCSEL problem, a mode-antimode connection is also possible ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒. However, our laser system admits other types of bridge. Of particular interest is the connection between two modes as illustrated in Fig. 2͑a͒ . Indeed, by contrast with mode-antimode bridges, a large part of the bridge is now stable and is therefore available experimentally. Furthermore, the two beating ECMs that create PSM are stable and may be identified by recording optical spectra. Mode-mode bridges have not been documented for edge-emitting lasers. This is because the number of ECMs is larger for our laser system compared to the single-polarization Lang-Kobayashi problem. Consequently, more bridges between ECMs may be expected. Bridges between ECMs are also suspected to exist in a double-feedback laser system ͓19͔.
In summary, the experimentally observed PSM in an external cavity VCSEL is the result of a beating phenomenon between two distinct but close ECMs. PSM is observed along branches connecting two single ECM Hopf bifurcation points or bridges. These bridges sequentially appear as we increase the feedback rate, suggesting that it is a bifurcation mechanism which may be observed in other delayed laser systems. They motivate further experimental studies of the bifurcation diagram of the PSM regimes as well as theoretical studies in order to determine the conditions for either mode-mode or mode-antimode bridges.
